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 Provide evidence of
incoming detections
 Prove time to
disposition each
detection
 Provide assurance on
contractual obligations
 Provide trending
visuals
 Add predictive analysis  
(AI enabled)
 Provide false positive
details
 Filter by source tool
 Must be interactive &
drillable
 Summarize key suspect
assets
 Be accessible on the
web or mobile

With years in the making,
we wanted to be sure we
address the primary
requests our clients have
asked for to identify what
is working, not working,
and enable defensibility.
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OBJECTIVES
CyFlare uniquely presents curated
datapoints that enable your company
to realize the value of the SOC, spot
trends, identify outcomes, and most
importantly, become defensible.

The ONE analytics platform is the
only SOCaaS platform bringing data
from multiple security products
together, optimized by a top 100
global SOC, and aligned with the
policies & personality of your
organization.

METHOD

Detection Dashboard
SOC Ticketing Dashboard

These collective dashboards provide
absolute clarity on what was
processed by the CyFlare SOC and
what the outcomes were of those
events. The analytics platform
provides interactive data, insights on
the web, and on the go.

Analytics provides subscribers with 2
distinct dashboards:

1.
2.

SUMMARY

ANALYTICS OVERVIEW



An essential component for the all

new ONE platform by CyFlare is the

analytics component. While our

development team is hard at work

completing the full platform, we

are releasing a Beta version of

Analytics to provide our clients

with insights into what is

happening end to end across their

security tools and SOC services.

 

Some of the charts presented

within the dashboards are straight

forward and consistent with

what other services provide. Most

of them however are not because

of how the SOC services and

related products work together.

The analytics platform provides you

with interactive charting to break

down what exactly happened,

provides visibility into security

alarms and data spanning

your various security tools. While

the beta release is limited to tools

the SOC monitors, future releases

will include the ability to directly

integrate to your security tools,

allowing for centralized charting

across all security tools and custom

data sources!

The analytics platform is built

around the CyFlare data lake which

ingests and interacts with

several tool sources. The analytics

platform data is refreshed every 15

minutes providing you near real-

time insights about what is

happening within your

infrastructure and your SOC.

DISTILLED. OUTCOMES.

ANALYTICS OVERVIEW



 As mentioned previously, in this

beta release there are 2 distinct

dashboards provided to clients

being the Detections dashboard

and the Tickets dashboard.

Within the release of ONE UI,

each individual chart will be

embedded within the ONE UI

and treated as an individual

object to allow users a better

experience of hiding or changing

the order of each charted object.

The detections dashboard has 14

specific charts or metrics

presented currently. The

dashboards may change

throughout the beta period to

modify existing charts or change

the included charts.

This dashboard is primarily fed by

the ONE SOAR backend that

updates every 15 minutes. This

data presented are the actual

results after source tool filtering,

tuning, detection filtering and

playbook application.

While CyFlare supports several

SIEM, Vulnerability scanning, and

managed advanced endpoint

protection solutions, much of the

data is distilled through our

Security Orchestration

Automation & Remediation

(SOAR) platform, another core

component of the overall ONE

platform. 

This allows us to display distilled

data that highlights actionable

and defensible metrics.

EVIDENCE OF DOING

DETECTIONS DASHBOARD



The intent of this chart or this specific metric is to help understand

average number of minutes that it takes to come  to a   disposition

state over all the detections that triggered and came into the

platform for triage. 

Data
Source

ONE SOAR Module. This is the summary of all detection
dispositions within the time period selected.

MEAN TIME TO DISPOSITION (MTTD)

01

Data
Derivative

The number presented is an average across the data set
considering any filters you may have selected. The time frame is
based on the time the detection occurred to the time the
detection was raised to a ticket (client facing), or the detection
was closed as a false positive.

Insights
Identifies overall average elapsed time performance of the SOC.
It is important to keep this metric as low as possible while not
compromising accuracy or integrity of the investigation. 

Directives
Look for ways to reduce the average time by ensuring as much
contextual information is provided to the SOC.

The primary focus should be on having a consistent MTTD.

Additional
Details

This metric demonstrates the overall efficiency of your SOC.



The intent of this metric is to give our subscriber absolute

transparency into adherence to the contracted service level

agreement for their account over a given period of time.

Data
Source

This data is sourced based on the detection "write time" from the
source tool and the initial response time logged within the ONE
SOAR module that would be triggered by analyts triage or
playbook action invocation.

SLA VIOLATIONS
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Data
Derivative

SLA is determined by evaluating the total time from when the
detection was raised by the source tool and the time it took to
begin triage / investigation by the SOC.

Insights
SLA violations should not occur; however they do happen for
various reasons such as a surge in detections raised or a new
detection feature that requires additional tuning.

Directives Work with your SOC partner or Customer Success Manager if SLA
violations are continuous or represent a large volume. 

Additional
Details

Root causes for SLA violations can be provided by your Customer
Success Manager.



This metric identifies the total number of detections raised to the

SOC within the time period chosen from the "Timeline Filter" drop

down, as well as the current month.  This spans all data integrations.  

The detections volume number represents the specific detections

enabled for your account.

Data
Source

This number is generated by representing the aggregate number
of detections from all SOC connected source tools, typically
including SIEM and endpoint security solutions.

DETECTION VOLUME

03

Data
Derivative

This data is the accurate number of all detections. For clients with
Breach Detection Service, it includes all detections listed as "on"
within the detections list located HERE.

Insights
Detections volumes should be as low as possible. If detection
volumes remain high, then the SOC can likely further tune your
deployed systems to avoid false positive conditions causing the
detection volume increases.

Directives Work with your Customer Success Manager for a review on your
account within your scheduled touchpoint to assess the root
causes for the detection volume spike observed.

Additional
Details

A high or inconsistent detection volume indicates that your other
security controls may not be in place or configured properly. It
may indicate that the CyFlare managed solutions can be further
optimized by incorporating your context and personality.

https://desk.cyflare.cloud/portal/en/kb/articles/breach-detection-ser


This number represents all tickets the SOC has generated based on

identified detections raised. This is specific to detection sourced

tickets and may not include inbound requests or other operational

related tickets

Data
Source

This number is pulled directly from the ONE platform.

SOC TICKETS CREATED
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Data
Derivative

Tickets created and sent to the client specific "Incident Handlers"
through the SOC Ticketing platform.

Insights
This number indicates the number of detections where the SOC
could not cleanly identify a detection as a false positive and
further investigation was needed and / or actions to be taken.

Directives Routinely review tickets to identify the final outcome. It is the
goal of the SOC to ensure tickets raised are most likely meaning
ful events or "True Positives". 

Additional
Details

Tickets raised should generally result with a data point learned
that can be absorbed into the "Client Knowledge Base" to further
tune the platform and avoid future tickets or result in identifying
an actual incident.



The ONE platform allows for accurate time tracking of analyst

investigation and playbook execution. This metrics helps quantify

the total time the SOC spent reviewing all ingested detections. While

we want the human time to remain lean, it must also remain high

integrity at all times.

Data
Source

This number is pulled directly from the ONE platform.

ANALYST TRIAGE TIME
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Data
Derivative

The ONE platform calculates active engagement of an analyst for
detection. This number does not match the total elapsed time that
may be taken for an investigation. This specifically tracks time
analysts spend executing the playbooks and collecting evidence
for a detection.

Insights
This is not a good number in this case. It represents the effort
human analysts spend on identified detections. The time is ideally
spent on meaningful detections with high integrity outcomes.

Directives Routinely review dispositions to sanity check false positive
dispositions. This helps identify any adjustments that shoudl be
made to "Client Knowledge Base" or playbooks.

Additional
Details

Note, - Due to tracking limitations the number may not include
time an analyst took researching a detection or collaborating
with other SOC resources. This provides a glimpse into the
minimum time spent.



This analytic helps you to see historical trends, current volumes and

with the CyFlare predictive analysis engine, it even allows you to have

a glimpse of potential future volumes.

Data
Source

A rolling log of detection volumes visualized by day. 

DETECTION VOLUME FORECASTING
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Data
Derivative

This represents the volume of a detection that has been brought
into the SOC.

Insights
Any increases in detection volume should prompt a review within
your scheduled touchpoint. Detection volumes should remain
steady and, ideally, decline to demonstrate we have proper
context and tuning has been completed.

Directives Work with your Customer Success Manager to determine causes
of the detection volume or root cause of any significant spike.

Additional
Details

Predictive analysis is a guess based on the data collected to date
and considers the trending of the detection volume before
making a predictive machine learning driven estimate of volumes.



One of your most critical analytics provided within the ONE platform.

This identifies the specific disposition given to each and every

detection that has been ingested into the SOC.

The full list of available dispositions & description is posted here.

Data
Source

The ONE SOAR platform within the SOC.

DETECTION DISPOSITION
07

Data
Derivative

Captures the specific disposition label determined by the
platform or SOC analyst that performed the investigation.

Insights
Reviewing dispositions related to false positives is recommended.
Look for "big bars" identifying high volumes of a specific
disposition that may indicate further tuning can be done or an
issue with the investigation playbook(s).

Directives
Look for consistency in the disposition volumes. If the volumes
are erratic, it may be due to increases in threat detections or
more context can be provided to the SOC for a more accurate
experience.

Additional
Details

When managing improvement against MTTD it is important to
consider quality investigate work at the triage stage before
focusing on the lowest time possible.

https://desk.cyflare.cloud/portal/en/kb/articles/close-reasons-detections-disposition-in-soar


This analytic identifies the overall detection volume based on the

data sources subscribed with the SOC. A distinct advantage of the

CyFlare ONE platform is being able to ingest alarms for SOC action

from many security tools.

Data
Source

DETECTIONS BY DATA SOURCE
08

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This number is generated by representing the aggregate number
of detections from all SOC connected source tools, typically
including SIEM and endpoint security solutions.

This data is the accurate number of all detections. 

Detections volumes should be as low as possible. If detection
volumes remain high the SOC can likely further tune your
deployed systems to avoid false positive conditions causing the
detection volume increases.

Work with your Customer Success Manager for a review on your
account within your scheduled touchpoint to assess the root
causes for the detection volume spike observed.

A high or inconsistent detection volume indicates that your other
security controls may not be in place or configured properly. It
may indicate that the CyFlare managed solutions can be further
optimized by incorporating your context and personality.



This analytic provides a view of the detection volumes based on

priority.  This is a good indicator of your risk and attack volume. It

may also indicate opportunities for tuning the deployed solution(s).

Data
Source

DETECTION VOLUMES BY PRIORITY
09

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This number is generated by representing the aggregate number
of detections from all SOC connected source tools typically
including SIEM and endpoint security solutions.

Generated by calculating totals of the priority associated with
the detection assigned by the source tool at the time the
detection was generated.

Detections volumes should be as low as possible. If detection
volumes remain high the SOC can likely further tune your
deployed systems to avoid false positive conditions causing the
detection volume increases. 

Work with your Customer Success Manager for a review on your
account within your scheduled touchpoint to assess the root
causes for the detection volume spike observed.

A high or inconsistent detection volume indicates that your other
security controls may not be in place or configured properly. It
may indicate that the CyFlare managed solutions can be further
optimized by incorporating your context and personality.



This analytic assists in identifying the types of detections or use cases

that are occurring.  This helps quickly identify potential weak points

in your security control stack or new attack sources requiring

attention.

Data
Source

DETECTION SPOTLIGHT
10

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This chart is generated by summarizing the totals by each unique
detection name that the SOC has normalized to.

Generated by calculating totals of each unique detection name.
Wherever possible CyFlare normalizes various tool default names
to a standardized name associated with distinct use cases.

Look for "big bars" within the chart that likely identify areas for
improvement related to security control efficacy or other related
changes to reduce the high rate of detections.

Work with your Customer Success Manager or use the analytics
drill down feature to identify the root causes of repeat detection
volumes.

A high or inconsistent detection volume indicates that your other
security controls may not be in place or configured properly. It
may indicate that the CyFlare managed solutions can be further
optimized by incorporating your context and personality



This analytic represents the total volume of detections raised to the

SOC across each source security tool. This can be a powerful analytic

when alarms are fed into the ONE platform from all critical security

controls deployed in your environment.

Data
Source

DETECTION VOLUME OVER TIME
11

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

A rolling log of detection volumes summarized by the source
security tool.

This represents the volume of a detection that has been brought
into the SOC by each security tool whereby the SOC has not
automatically filtered out the detection event.

Any increases in detection volume should prompt a review within
your scheduled touchpoint. Detection volumes should remain
steady and, ideally, decline to demonstrate we have proper
context and tuning has been completed.

Work with your Customer Success Manager to determine causes
of the detection volume or root cause of any significant spike.

Ask your SOC representative or Customer Success Manager how
you can bring in alarm data from the rest of your security
controls.



This analytic helps to identify the countries related to the detections

observed within the time period.  This may indicate riskier countries

and an opportunity to enhance security controls restricting

anomalous activity from identified countries.

Data
Source

This is leveraging data extracted from a detection where the
source country data was provided by the source tool or could be
enriched by the SOC itself.

SOURCE COUNTRY GEOLOCATION
12

Data
Derivative

Data is provided by enriching from the Source IP associated with
an event to determine the country associated with the event. 

Insights

Look for patterns of detections coming from countries where you
may not have a legitimate business purpose. Additionally, look for
consistencies where source countries are recurring. This can
indicated that either security controls can be enhanced or the
security tool can be further tuned.

Directives Look for countries that you do not have any legitimate reason for
interacting with and may want to consider enabling security
features like "Geofencing" to avoid risk from related countries.

Additional
Details

None.



Data
Source

DESTINATION COUNTRY GEOLOCATION
13

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This analytic helps to identify the countries related to the detections

observed within the time period.  This may indicate riskier countries

and an opportunity to enhance security controls restricting

anomalous activity from identified countries.

This is leveraging data extracted from a detection where the
source country data was provided by the source tool or could be
enriched by the SOC itself.

Data is provided by enriching from the Destination IP associated
with an event to determine the country associated with the
event. 

Look for patterns of detections related to countries where you
may not have a legitimate business purpose for. Additionally, look
for consistencies where destination countries are recurring.
Either security controls can be enhanced or the security tool can
be further tuned. 

Look for countries that you do not have any legitimate reason for
interacting with as you may want to consider enabling security
features like "Geofencing" to avoid risk from related countries.

None.



This analytic identifies the overall volume of specific external IP

addresses or domains associated with detections ingested into the

SOC.  

Data
Source

Extracted from meta data associated with detections ingested
into the SOC.

TOP 10 EXTERNAL ACTORS
14

Data
Derivative

Generated by totaling the number of distinct detections related
to the external IP address or domain.

Insights
Look for recurring IP addresses and work to identify related
events from that IP. Determine if the connection has a legitimate
business purpose.

Directives If not done so already, you may want to consider blocking the
external IP address explicitly if it is determined there is no
legitimate business reason.

Additional
Details

None.



Data
Source

TOP 10 SUSPECT USERS
15

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This analytic identifies the overall volume of specific usernames

associated with detections ingested into the SOC.  This may

represent user accounts or service accounts that may require

focused review of behavior to validate legitimacy of the activities.

Extracted from meta data associated with detections ingested
into the SOC.

Generated by totaling the number of distinct detections related
to the username identified.

Look for recurring usernames associated with detections. There
may be a pattern that is identifiable to point to a typical business
process or condition that may be legitimate. 

Using analytics and the drill down feature or work with your
Customer Success Manager to review user activity. Work to
identify standard business processes that can be filtered out to
reduce the detections associated with users or accounts.

None.



Data
Source

TOP 10 SUSPECT ASSETS
16

Data
Derivative

Insights

Directives

Additional
Details

This analytic identifies the overall volume of specific assets

(machines or devices) associated with detections ingested into the

SOC.  This may represent machines that may require focused review

of behavior to validate legitimacy of the activities.

Extracted from meta data associated with detections ingested
into the SOC.

Generated by totaling the number of distinct detections related
to the internal asset identified.

There may be a pattern that is identifiable to point to a typical
business process or condition that may be legitimate. If a pattern
is not present and the behaviors do not seem consistent with
expectations an investigation can be done to further inspect.

Using analytics and the drill down feature or work with your
Customer Success Manager to review asset activity. Work to
identify standard business processes that can be filtered out to
reduce the detections associated with identified assets.

None.


